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Abstract
We propose a 3D ray cloud based method for estimating the canopy density of vineyards
and orchards that have been scanned by a vehicle-mounted mobile 3D spinning LiDAR
(AgScan3D). The method is composed of two parts. Firstly, the AgScan3D data is processed
through a Continuous-Time SLAM algorithm into a globally registered 3D ray cloud. The
global ray cloud is a canonical data format (a digital twin) from which we can compare
vineyard snapshots over multiple times within a season and across seasons. Secondly, the
vineyard rows are automatically extracted from the ray cloud and a novel density calculation
is performed to estimate the maximum likelihood canopy densities of the vineyard. This
combination of digital twinning, together with the accurate extraction of canopy structure
information, allows entire vineyards to be analysed and compared, across the growing season
and from year to year. The proposed method is evaluated both in simulation and field
experiments. Field experiments were performed at four sites, which varied in vineyard
structure and vine management, over two growing seasons, resulting in a total traversal of
160 kilometres, 42.4 scanned hectares of vines with a combined total of approximately 93000
of scanned vines. The field datasets and ray cloud library will be released publicly.
1 Introduction
Canopy management plays a key role in most, if not all, perennial horticulture crops, primarily to optimise the
balance between the fruit yield and photosynthetic productivity (e.g., (Kliewer and Weaver, 1971; Reynolds
et al., 1994)) and to provide the appropriate micro-climate to maximise fruit quality (Smart, 1985). For
example, the apple industry has been transformed in recent decades through the combination of dwarf trees,
high planting densities and the use of trellis systems (Lordan, 2019; Robinson, 2003). These innovations
have allowed highly controlled canopy structures and fruit to canopy ratios, optimising the conversion of
sunlight into fruit.
In viticulture, the concept of vine balance as being key to achieving a desired fruit quality is broadly held
throughout the world’s grape-growing regions. Although resistant to a specific definition the concept typically
relates to the ratio between a vine’s photosynthetic production and the demand for that production by the
developing fruit. Management of the canopy through trellis systems, pruning, irrigation and leaf removal is
a major determinant of vine balance, but relies strongly on the personal experience of the vineyard manager
and leaf removal, in particular, is highly labour intensive.
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At present, direct manipulation of grapevine canopy size and structure within a growing season is done by
hand, with leaf plucking machinery (vacuum or air blast), or with cutting equipment mounted on a tractor.
The former two options are amenable to adjustment as down a vine row and the latter is adjustable on a
block basis. However, within-row control is difficult due to the lack of any objective measure of the canopy
structure. As a result canopy adjustments tend to be relatively simple and applied over a broad area.
If objective measures of the canopy structure were available, management options would be improved, with a
consequent improvement in the commercial value of the crop. By collecting this data over multiple growing
seasons, a grower would be in a stronger position to target specific yield or quality outcomes (Edwards et al.,
2019). Furthermore, detailed information on within-field variability would be available, highlighting under-
performing or over vigorous areas and enabling automated adjustment of machinery on-the-go to minimise
the effects of these. The lack of options for growers and the limited options for researchers have resulted
in a situation where the canopy structure parameters that are likely to be most useful for growers are not
even known. For example, how can the role of canopy structure in determining vine productivity be defined?
How should spatial and temporal changes in the light environment around the fruit best be described?
Accurately estimating canopy structure on a per-vineyard block basis and multiple times per season poses
a difficult technical challenge. The temporal fidelity requires a method that has low time burden, the
requirement for accuracy and spatial detail requires a full (rather than sample based) map of the vineyard,
and the temporal longevity (analysis over multiple seasons) requires an absolute and canonical data structure
that is essentially unchanged as the hardware and sensors change over time (Edwards and Moghadam, 2020;
Moghadam et al., 2020).
LiDAR has been proved to be an effective, non-destructive scanning device for in field canopy structure
estimation when compared to the optical methods such as photogrammetry or stereoscopy (Dong et al.,
2020). Previous works have shown LiDAR solutions are more reliable for estimating canopy structure
mainly due to being less sensitive to environmental conditions and interference caused by sun and day/night
applicability. To collect LiDAR data at the whole field scale, most studies mount a 2D line-scan LiDAR
(Moreno et al., 2020; Siebers et al., 2018) or 3D multi-beam LiDAR (Chakraborty et al., 2019; Gene´-Mola
et al., 2019) on a moving platform to scan the tree rows from a side view. However, due to high-density
nature of the perennial agricultural crops, many previous studies have shown these push-broom LiDAR
settings do not provide accurate estimation of more complex canopy structure attributes such as density,
porosity, and vigour (Murray et al., 2019). The outer layers of the tree often obscure the laser path and
cause shadowing effects which affects the canopy gap or density estimation.
For analysis of LiDAR data and estimating the canopy structure attributes, point clouds have been widely
used as the standard 3D data format. However, point clouds lack any information about the free space in
the structure. As such, it is impossible to determine from the point data alone whether a section of canopy
has more points because it has a higher density of leaves, or because the LiDAR spent more time observing
that region. Critically, the point cloud data alone does not contain information about rays that pass through
the vine, so it is not possible to determine whether a section of canopy has a higher porosity or simply, fewer
laser pulses reached that area.
To address these limitations, we propose a novel 3D ray cloud representation for estimating the canopy
density of perennial horticultural crops at the field scale. The proposed method is comprised of two parts.
AgScan3D, a mobile 3D spinning LiDAR system that can be retrofitted to any farm vehicle for an efficient
LiDAR scanning at a large spatial scale. AgScan3D utilises a 3D continuous-time SLAM (Simultaneous
Localisation and Mapping) algorithm to co-register LiDAR scans into a globally consistent representation.
This globally registered set of ray paths from sensor to contact point is the structure that we use to estimate
the canopy density of the vineyards. The 3D spinning LiDAR also allows the scanning of both sides of
each vine row simultaneously as opposed to the current solutions that are limited to one sided scanning
of each vine row. Using its global registration ability, LiDAR information from both sides of each row of
vines are merged together to give an accurate density estimation. The global registration is also essential
for monitoring dynamic crop conditions over repeated scans, month by month and season by season (i.e.,
4D Digital Twin).
To summarise, the main contributions of our work are as follows:
• A novel 3D ray cloud representation for estimating the canopy density of perennial agricultural crops
• AgScan3D: a mobile 3D spinning LiDAR system coupled with continuous-time SLAM algorithm for
perennial agricultural crops at the field scale
• The demonstration of high-fidelity and long-term canopy density analysis at large scales, with high
levels of repeatability over multiple vineyards types and multiple seasons
2 Related Work
There are several previous works that review non-destructive approaches (e.g., optical methods) for canopy
structure estimation (Bao et al., 2019), but in this section, we focus on recent studies that only consider
LiDAR-based solutions under various field conditions in perennial agricultural crops, such as vineyards and
orchards. Non-destructive LiDAR-based solutions have advantages over optical methods such as producing
direct measurements of canopy structure and being less affected by environmental conditions such as direct
sun or day/night applicability.
LiDAR-based canopy structure estimation has been widely used and studied in forestry and agriculture
(Zhu et al., 2018). Table 1 shows a summary of state-of-art canopy structure estimation techniques using
LiDAR break down in terms of LiDAR sensor configuration (Mobile or Terrestrial Laser Scanning), data
type, registration techniques employed and estimated canopy structure indices.
LiDAR sensor configuration for estimating vegetation indices in perennial agricultural crops, such as vine-
yards and orchards generally group into two main configurations. Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) or Mobile
Laser Scanning (MLS). Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) is often stationary, mounted on a tripod to mea-
sure 3D surface of objects from one viewpoint. To generate a complete 3D representation of a scene, TLS is
placed manually around objects of interest at multiple view angles. Often artificial, fixed reference targets
placed in the scene to provide spatial control points for alignment (i.e. registration) of all 3D point clouds to
generate a complete 3D representation and also avoid occlusion (Moorthy et al., 2011; Murray et al., 2019;
Ferna´ndez-Sarr´ıa et al., 2019).
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) systems are suitable for small, isolated canopies, or sampling larger
canopies. However, they are limited, bulky and time consuming, require multiple ground-based setups
to develop dense canopy cover from multiple viewpoints. TLS solutions also rely on artificial reference tar-
gets to be placed in the scene before scanning for the registration and alignment of scanned 3D point clouds
which increases the setup time and reduces potential area of coverage.
Unlike TLS systems , Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS) systems scan scenes from a mobile platform such as
ground vehicles (Colac¸o et al., 2017; Underwood et al., 2015; Underwood et al., 2016; Chakraborty et al.,
2019) or aerial vehicles (Torres-Sa´nchez et al., 2015; Garc´ıa et al., 2015). Most of these systems use a
terrestrial 2D laser scanner mounted on ground vehicles side-looking or on aerial vehicles down-looking while
scanning in a push-broom setting (i.e., trawling). In the case of ground-based MLS, these methods are
often limited to one sided scanning of each vine row. The main challenge of MLS systems is the registration
of these continuous scans from both sides of each row. To ensure the correct registration, MLS solutions
often move in the field in a straight-line path parallel to the tree lines at a constant speed. The majority
of MLS solutions rely on high-accuracy Global Positioning System (GPS) with RTK correction and Inertial
Navigation System (INS) to merge 2D laser scanning transects into a 3D point cloud (Underwood et al.,
2015; Underwood et al., 2016). Although these Mobile Laser Scanning (MLS) systems provide continuous,
Table 1: Comparison of selected LiDAR-based canopy structure estimation techniques
Papers TLS/MLS Data Type Registration Canopy structure
(Ferna´ndez-Sarr´ıa
et al., 2019)
TLS point cloud Reference targets canopy height,
crown diameter,
volume and height
(Murray et al.,
2019)
TLS point cloud cylinder reflectors canopy height
(Underwood
et al., 2016)
MLS point cloud GPS/INS canopy volume
(Colac¸o et al.,
2017)
MLS point cloud GPS/INS canopy volume,
height
(Chakraborty
et al., 2019)
MLS point cloud IMU canopy height,
volume and gap
fractions
(Siebers et al.,
2018)
MLS point cloud GPS/IMU Cordon and trunk
volume
(Moreno et al.,
2020)
MLS point cloud RTK-GPS canopy height,
branch volume
Ours MLS ray cloud SLAM canopy density
accurate canopy covers, they require expensive GPS/INS systems to register and merge point clouds. In
addition many of them rely on an external positioning infrastructure (RTK base station) which limits the
applicability in non-flat agriculture fields due to lack of line of sight.
When estimating the structure of canopies, it is imperative to extract well-defined, reliable, indices. The
primary interests of the perennial horticulture grower in respect to the canopy are its potential productivity,
given by the leaf area and number of leaf layers, and light environment around the fruit. Many research
methods estimate the volume of canopy, as a surrogate of these (Cheein et al., 2015; Sanz et al., 2013; Sanz
et al., 2018; Llorens et al., 2011; del Moral-Mart´ınez et al., 2016). However, this gives no information on the
structure of the canopy, critical for both purposes and limited information on the sun exposed canopy area.
3 Overview
In this section, we outline our proposed canopy density estimation pipeline (shown in Figure 1). First we
define our 3D ray cloud representation for a moving LiDAR system. Then, we explain briefly our continuous-
time SLAM method to generate globally registered ray clouds at the field scale. A series of automated
extraction and segmentation algorithms are then applied to the globally registered ray cloud generated by
the SLAM method to remove ground and extract vineyard rows and voxelised into a set of rays per voxel.
Finally, the proposed canopy density estimation is calculated using a variable resolution method. After this
we spatially integrate the densities into images, graphs and other display outputs.
3.1 3D Ray Cloud
LiDAR maps are typically stored as the set of observed contact points in 3D space, known as a point cloud.
But in order to record the structure of vines, we need to include information on the free space between
contact points. We do so by recording each LiDAR ray (the directed line segment from sensor location to
contact point) in what we call a ray cloud.
We define a ray cloud R mathematically as a set of tuples (~t, ~p, τ) where ~t ∈ R3 is the translation vector
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Figure 1: An overview of the proposed canopy density estimation pipeline, from raw LiDAR data through
to analytic results. Stacked boxes indicate multiplicity: voxelise acts on multiple vineyard rows, and density
estimation acts on multiple voxel ray sets.
of the source of the ray (the 3D sensor location when the measurement was taken), ~p ∈ R3 is the position
where the ray contacted the environment, and τ ∈ R is the time when the measurement was taken.
Unlike point clouds, ray clouds also store measurements that do not receive a return signal, such as when
the ray points towards the sky, or hits dark surfaces. Conceptually these are tagged rays with no ~p value,
but we represent them by setting the ~p vector to the maximum range of the LiDAR away from ~x in the ray’s
direction. This range value is used to signal that the ray has unknown length (Moghadam and Lowe, 2020).
For LiDAR there is a challenging problem of distinguishing non-returns due to the environment being out of
range, and non-returns due to dark surfaces, glancing surface angles and points within the LiDAR’s minimum
range. In this paper we approximate this distinction by assuming that upward pointing non-returns are out
of range, and downward pointing non-returns are due to one of the other cases. We discard the downward
non-returns as we have no indication of their length, and the upward facing non-returns are treated as having
maximum LiDAR range (but ~p is specially treated as a non-contact location in this case).
3.2 SLAM
In this section we briefly explain the continuous-time 3D spinning LiDAR SLAM technique we have devel-
oped. For a more detailed description of our continuous-time SLAM please refer to our previous work (Bosse
and Zlot, 2009; Bosse et al., 2012; Bosse and Zlot, 2013; Moghadam et al., 2013; Park et al., 2018). The
conversion of LiDAR range data into a globally consistent map in the absence of external sensing requires
solving the Simultaneous Localisation and Mapping (SLAM) problem. We use a continuous-time SLAM
framework and fuse it with GPS information in order to combine the accuracy of GPS with the precision of
the LiDAR SLAM.
Continuous-time SLAM is a method well-suited to spinning LiDAR sensors. Rather than treating the
measurements in batches (or frames), it models the path of the sensor as a continuous trajectory that is
receiving a sequence of LiDAR measurements, each at a slightly different time. The SLAM method utilises
data from a spinning LiDAR and an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). It consists of two stages: a non-rigid
registration phase, and a global registration phase. In the non-rigid registration, the candidate trajectory
is optimised over a sliding window of fixed duration (in this case five seconds). The trajectory is initialised
from an integration of the IMU data, and undergoes a non-linear optimisation in order to minimise the error
between trajectory and IMU measurements, and between the resulting map features across multiple sweeps
of the spinning LiDAR. The map features we use are surfels (surface elements); they are planar patches
representing the local surface position and normal vector. The difference along the normal direction of the
nearest surfels from adjacent LiDAR sweeps of the environment is the principle error that is minimised in
the trajectory optimisation stage.
The trajectory is modelled as a six Degree of Freedom (DoF) continuous function of time T (τ) = (~t(τ), ~r(τ)),
representing a varying translation ~t(τ) and rotation ~r(τ). The trajectory transforms a point ~p at time τ from
the sensor frame S to the world frame W as follows:
~pW = T
S
W (τ)⊕ ~pS = ~rSW (τ)⊕ ~pS + ~tSW (τ) (1)
where ⊕ is the transformation composition operator. In our case, the world frame W is chosen so that
the pose on commencing a scan is identity. The trajectory is optimised through a series of adjustments
δ~xi = (δ~ti, δ~ri) for n iterations i = 0, . . . , n such that:
Ti+1(τ) = (δ~ti(τ) + ~ti(τ), δ~ri(τ)⊕ ~ri(τ)) (2)
These adjustments are found by repeatedly linearising the problem in the form Aδ~x = ~b. The vector ~b is a
stacked column of estimation errors ~e. Each estimation error represents the difference between observation
and estimation at a point along the estimated trajectory. The two main cases are IMU and surface estimation
errors. For IMU errors, the angular error is the difference between the IMU’s measured angular velocity
~ωimu and the finite difference angular velocity of the trajectory estimation at iteration i for some small time
interval δτ :
~eimu = ~ωimu − (~r−1(τ − δτ)⊕ ~r(τ + δτ))/2δτ (3)
For surface errors, surface patches are estimated using the LiDAR point locations ~pW for the current trajec-
tory estimate. These points are binned by time, and then binned spatially into 3D voxels. For each voxel,
the points are approximated by a single location ~sa and the normal of the best-fit plane ~na. The surface
error is then a 1D vector that measures the distance between this surface location and another surface ~sb
with normal ~nb:
~esurf = (~sb − ~sa) • (~nb + ~na)/2 (4)
The other surface (b) is the nearest surface patch that was observed at a different time.
Regardless of the choice of estimation error functions, the linear system is built in the same way. The vector
~b is generated as a stacked column vector of error vectors ~e for each point along the trajectory. The rows
of A are generated by differentiating each estimation error with respect to the corrections: ∂~e∂δ~x . Due to the
number of constraints, the linear system is overdetermined and so is solved in (weighted) least squares form:
δ~x = (A>WA)−1A>W~b (5)
The diagonal weighting matrix W allows a robust least squares solution by down-weighting outliers. We
re-weight each constraint every iteration as a Cauchy function of its error, which makes the algorithm an
iteratively re-weighted least squares optimisation of the trajectory with respect to the IMU and LiDAR
measurements. Once the corrections δ~x become small enough, the time window is advanced (in this case
by one second), the new second of trajectory is initialised from the IMU integration and the optimisation
continues on the next time window, until the whole trajectory is estimated.
This process is accurate within small time periods, but can drift over longer time periods. We account for
this through the second stage, which is a global registration. This stage runs the same non-linear solver, but
rather than operating on a rolling window, it considers the full trajectory, at a lower temporal resolution.
This global registration is responsible for loop closure when the geometry is sufficiently close. This is because
it allows nearby surfaces observed at any time over the full time interval to be aligned together. In order to
guarantee coverage in the field and increase the probability of loop closure, we suggest a procedure for data
collection. The data collection methodology is covered in more detail in Section 6.
3.2.1 GPS
Even with global registration, the SLAM algorithm alone is prone to error on large spatial fields like vineyards
because of the aliasing problem. Each row looks very like its neighbouring rows, and large perturbations
can cause neighbouring rows to be placed over one another. Current low cost GPS systems have sufficient
accuracy to prevent the trajectory from getting close to crossing rows, however they do not have the precision
in position, orientation and timing to calculate every undulation in the trajectory. We therefore fuse the low
precision GPS measurements together with the LiDAR SLAM measurements.
This is done by adding the GPS measurements as a low weight constraint into the SLAM non-linear solver.
We assume the accuracy of GPS readings to be equally distributed. The GPS location at each reading is
extracted and converted into a reference coordinate frame nearby to the vineyard site, we will call it the
global frame G. The GPS readings in this global frame are the 3D vectors ~g. The GPS constraints are not
activated until the optimiser has calculated several metres of trajectory and multiple GPS readings have been
taken. At this point, the closest rigid transformation from the GPS readings to the trajectory is calculated
(H) and the GPS readings are then applied in this trajectory’s frame (which starts at identity). The error
is then a 3D translation vector:
~eGPS = H~g − ~t (6)
Before the global registration step, the entire estimated trajectory is inverse transformed by H, and H is set
to identity. The GPS constraints continue to act until the last iterations of the global registration. These
final iterations assume that the surfels are well aligned and so they prevent GPS errors from skewing the
results.
With the estimated trajectory now in the globally aligned reference frame G, the ray cloud can be generated.
The ray origins are the trajectory locations ~t(τ) for every sensor reading time τ , and the end points are
calculated by transforming the contact points in the sensor frame, by the corresponding trajectory pose in
the global frame G: ~pG = T
S
G(τ)⊕ ~pS .
4 Canopy Density Estimation
Once the globally registered ray cloud is generated, a series of automated extraction and segmentation
algorithms are applied to remove ground surface and segment individual rows. Each row is then divided
up into voxels covering the rows of canopy in the vineyard. Each voxel is a cropped ray cloud. For more
information regarding our automated ground extraction method, row segmentation and voxelisation refer to
Appendix Section.
We then estimate canopy density ρc within each voxel. Canopy density is the one-sided leaf area per cubic
metre, in units m2/m3. Existing canopy structure methods commonly estimate density using the hit count
m and ray count n exclusively (Su et al., 2019), while others have considered the distribution of distances
through the volume (Grau et al., 2017; Hu et al., 2018). However, these methods ignore the penetration
depth information, which adds accuracy to the estimation and is particularly useful when the number of
rays is small due to high density nature of the perennial agricultural crops. In order to maximise accuracy,
we include these ray depths xi through the voxel in the formulation. We estimate canopy density using the
formula:
ρc = g
(n− 1)m
nΣni=1xi
(7)
where g is a constant scale factor that depends on the angular distribution of leaves relative to the rays
within the voxel. Since the vineyards contain a wide distribution of leaf angles and the spinning LiDAR
generates many ray angles, we approximate the distribution as spherical. This uniform distribution of angles
has scale factor g = 2 1. This formula is the product of g with the leaf density expectation function
E[λ] =
m
Σni=1xi
(8)
1This is the reciprocal of the G parameter in classic Leaf Area Index models based on the Beer-Lambert law for light
attenuation in uniform mediums (Yan et al., 2019).
and a heuristic debiasing factor:
d(n) =
n− 1
n
(9)
where λ represents the density of infinitesimal leaves, modeled as a homogeneous Poisson point process. The
debiasing factor is an approximation that compensates for inaccuracies in this leaf model, specifically that
the point process is bounded within a voxel, and that leaves are not infinitesimal. The following section
provides a derivation of these formulae, together with numerical validation.
5 Canopy Density Derivation
Our underlying model of the canopy is as a turbid medium; we then include a debiasing function to compen-
sate for elements lacking from this model. A turbid medium models the leaves as infinitesimal and spatially
distributed with uniform probability. The leaf positions within a voxel are modeled as a homogeneous Pois-
son point process. This means that the probability of an intersection occurring in a short interval δx is λδx,
where λ is the leaf density in units of intersections per ray length. Consequently, the probability density
function of a LiDAR range measurement x ≥ 0 given λ is:
f(x|λ) = λ exp{−λx} (10)
When we measure the medium with n LiDAR rays, we obtain a series of path lengths y1, . . . , yn which the
ray would have been able to pass through the voxel if unimpeded by leaves, as well as the set of indices
I ⊆ {1, . . . , n} of the paths that intersected a leaf. Finally we include the penetration depths x1, . . . , xn
which are the length through the voxel to interception when i ∈ I and equals the unimpeded length yi when
i 6∈ I. The probability that a given ray i is intercepted is then:
P (i ∈ I) =
∫ yi
0
λ exp{−λx}dx = 1− exp{−λyi} (11)
Conversely, the probability that a ray will not be intercepted is:
P (i /∈ I) =
∫ ∞
yi
λ exp{−λx}dx = exp{−λyi} (12)
The probability density function of a ray given that it is intercepted is, for 0 ≤ xi ≤ yi,
f(xi|λ; yi) = λ exp{−λxi}
1− exp{−λyi} (13)
The likelihood of our observation is then:
l(I, xI |λ) = p(I|λ)
∏
i∈I
f(xi|λ; yi) (14)
=
∏
i/∈I
exp{−λyi}
∏
i∈I
(1− exp{−λyi})
(
λ exp{−λxi}
1− exp{−λyi}
)
(15)
= λm exp
{
−λ
n∑
i=1
xi
}
(16)
where m = |I|. This can be interpreted as the likelihood of observing m events in a total penetration depth
of
∑n
i=1 xi. This formulation is closely related to estimation with censored samples (Cohen, 1991), since rays
which exit a voxel without intersecting leaves have effectively been censored, i.e., we are unable to observe
the eventual intersection that would have occurred if the ray had continued through an infinitely sized voxel
with uniform density.
The natural conjugate prior for the exponential distribution is the Gamma distribution, which has den-
sity (Gelman et al., 2014):
Gam(λ;α, β) =
βα
Γ(α)
λα−1 exp{−βλ} (17)
Given this prior distribution (17) and the likelihood function (16), the posterior distribution is known to be
the Gamma function:
Gam
(
λ;α+m,β +
n∑
i=1
xi
)
(18)
We do not assume prior information in this paper, so we commence from α = β = 0. The mean, mode and
variance of this Gamma distribution are then given by:
E[λ] =
m∑n
i=1 xi
; Mode[λ] = max
{
m− 1∑n
i=1 xi
, 0
}
; Var[λ] =
m
(
∑n
i=1 xi)
2
(19)
Thus the Gamma distribution provides a straight-forward method for estimating the leaf density parameter
λ as well as its uncertainty.
5.1 Estimator bias
The previous section would suggest an estimator of:
λˆ =
m∑n
i=1 xi
(20)
However, this can be shown to be biased, i.e., E[λˆ] 6= λ. Estimators of λ−1 are examined with censoring in
(Cohen, 1991), but the quantity of interest in this case is the leaf area per unit volume, λ. Without censoring
(i.e., yi =∞ and I = {1, . . . , n}, m = n), the variable
∑n
i=1 xi is Gamma distributed as Gam (n, λ), so that
its reciprocal is inverse Gamma, with expected value λ/(n− 1), and therefore
λˆ = (n− 1)/
n∑
i=1
xi (21)
is an unbiased estimator, with standard deviation σλˆ =
λ√
n−2 .
With censoring, no such result exists, but in Section 6.1.1 we experimentally demonstrate that the heuristic
debiasing factor in Eq (9) exhibits sufficient accuracy for typical observations.
6 Experiments
Demonstrating the validity of our method is challenging due to the lack of a practical means of obtaining
ground truth of canopy density at vineyard block scales. It is impractical to de-leaf multiple vines and
compare that to our calculated densities for multiple time points during a growing season.
Instead, we assess our method’s validity through a sequence of experiments, which together provide a weight
of evidence that the theoretical method is effective, and transfers as expected when applied in the field. In
this section, simulation and field experiments are presented to provide qualitative and quantitative analysis.
Figure 2: Density estimation λˆ relative to true density λ, over a range of n, λ, showing an underestimation
bias. Left: for maximum likelihood estimator, right: for our proposed estimator.
6.1 Simulation
Simulation is an important first step in testing new estimation algorithms. It allows a ground truth, and
very large sample sizes. It also allows the theory to be validated without interference from unmodelled
components, such as woody material and sensor noise.
We present a series of numerical simulations of increasing realism. Firstly, a numerical test is developed
to demonstrate the accuracy of eq (7) under the turbid medium model on a one-dimensional voxel, and to
validate the debiasing factor. Secondly, a Monte Carlo simulation is carried to show the accuracy of eq (7)
for finite sized triangular leaves in a 3D voxel. Finally, a Monte Carlo simulation is used to show the accuracy
improvement in using a spinning LiDAR compared to a push-broom, trawling LiDAR.
6.1.1 Simulation of Turbid Medium in 1D
Firstly, in the left of Figure 2, we evaluate the maximum likelihood estimator Mode[λ] from Eq (19) relative
to its true value λ, by plotting this ratio for a range of values of λ and for multiple numbers of rays n. A
value of one indicates an unbiased estimate. The dots are evaluated using 106 Monte Carlo simulations per
point, while the lines are the result of numerical integration based on the theoretical model. Throughout,
the voxel depth is assumed to be a constant value yi = 1 ∀ i, and so xi ≤ 1 ∀ i.
Secondly, in the right of Figure 2, we evaluate our debiased estimator d(n)E[λ] from Eq (8) and (9) relative
to the true λ in the same manner, in order to demonstrate the improved accuracy of our debiased density
estimator. These plots show that the debiased estimator of Eq (7) is more accurate than the standard
maximum likelihood estimator, particularly when λ is small.
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Visualisation of randomly distributed triangular leaves of side length 2.5 cm, and total leaf
area density of 30 m2/m3 within the 10 cm wide voxel (cyan). Red rays contact a triangle, white rays pass
through. (b) with triangles removed for better visibility.
6.1.2 Simulation of Triangular Leaves in 3D Voxel
Next we validate the model under a more realistic scenario. We first consider arbitrarily oriented rays passing
through a 3D voxel. Secondly, we use finite leaf size rather than infinitesimal leaf sizes. We simulate the ray
intersections through a single 3D voxel, with equilateral triangles of constant size representing the leaves.
There is a fixed probability for the presence of a leaf in any unit of volume within the voxel, so it replaces the
uniform density medium with a uniform density probability distribution of fixed size leaves over the voxel.
The leaves are sampled from a uniform distribution of orientations, as seen in Figure 3.
We use a 10 cm voxel size and leaves of side length 2.5 cm to 10 cm, with canopy densities from 1 m2/m3
to 40 m2/m3, which roughly corresponds to between 3 and 40 leaves in a voxel. These values are selected
based on real vineyard settings, and our spinning LiDAR parameters.
For each choice of leaf side length l and total leaf area A we calculate the expected number of leaves per cubic
metre as w−3 A√
3/4l2
where the denominator is the area of each triangular leaf, and w is the voxel width.
We then generate a randomly placed set of leaves within the voxel according to this density, and record the
actual canopy density from the total area A¯ of the triangles that reside within the voxel: ρc = A¯/w
3.
We then ray trace n randomly positioned and oriented rays, through the voxel, to generate the set of
penetration depths x1, . . . , xn, and record the number of intersections m. We calculate the error between the
estimated density (without debiasing) and the ground-truth density as e = gE[λ] − ρc. Running this over
N independent trials allows us to estimate the error between this finite leaf size model and the continuous
model. We obtain the normalised error: eˆ = 〈e〉〈ρc〉 where 〈〉 denotes the average value over all N trials. This
allows us to evaluate any bias in this more realistic setting.
We then plot the normalised error obtained for six different combinations of leaf side length and canopy
density, under 4000 trials where the number of entering rays n varies from 2 to 14. The results are shown
in Fig 4 (a) and are plotted against the expected value from the debiasing function (Eq (9)), to verify that
accuracy of this debiasing function.
The results show that Eq (9) is well matched to the bias in E[λ], over a large parameter space. It provides
evidence that the debiasing function is approximately the correct shape with respect to the number of rays
(a) (b)
Figure 4: (a) Normalised error eˆ for six (l,A) configurations, with respect to the number of entering rays
m. Overlaid is expected bias function 1/(m − 1) if Eq (9) were accurate. The six configurations are
red:(0.1,0.012), blue:(0.1,0.04), green:(0.05,0.003), yellow:(0.05, 0.01), cyan:(0.025, 0.012) and black:(0.025,
0.001). (b) Normalised error for m = 20 entering rays with N = 1600 trials, after debiasing. Leaf side length
l =2.5 cm to 10 cm, leaf area A = 0.001 to 0.031 m2.
and including this debiasing term improves our error estimation under the randomly distributed leaf model.
The second experiment includes the debiasing function and uses it to plot the normalised error in leaf area
for differing leaf sizes and canopy densities. We use m = 20 entering rays with N = 1600 trials, with leaf
side length l = 2.5 cm to 10 cm and leaf area A = 0.001 to 0.031 m2. The results are plotted in Fig 4 (b).
The graph shows a normalised error of no more than 0.08 (or 8%) over a large range of leaf sizes and total
leaf areas. The average error is between 3% and 4%. This result verifies that our proposed density estimation
is sufficiently accurate for estimating canopy density for volumes containing realistic sized leaves. The low
gradient of the surface indicates that our turbid medium model transfers to finite sized leaves with little
additional error.
6.1.3 Comparison of Trawling and Spinning LiDAR in Simulation
Next, we compare the accuracy of canopy density estimation for push-broom (trawling) LiDAR, compared
to spinning LiDAR systems. We run a Monte Carlo simulation using 400 trials of a distribution of triangular
leaves within a 10 cm voxel, with a total leaf area of 0.02 m2, using 50 rays. We model the trawling LiDAR
rays as aligned along the x axis, while spinning LiDAR rays have a varying angle with height, within any
one voxel the rays are approximately parallel. We model the spinning LiDAR as a horizontal distribution of
rays of angle 0 (along the axis) up to 70 degrees, which is approximately the distribution of rays covered by
the spinning LiDAR. See Fig 5.
For each LiDAR we calculate the percentage error in canopy density estimate for four different distributions
of leaf normal vectors. These are elliptical distributions that represent leaves that approximately face towards
the x axis, y axis, z axis respectively, and a fourth that is a spherical distribution. The results are shown in
Table 2.
The results indicate that a spinning LiDAR provides better density estimates than a fixed, trawling LiDAR
system over a wide range of leaf distributions. It is only in the horizontal leaf case that the percentage
error for fixed and trawling LiDAR are similar. For vineyards, where leaves fall in many different angles
(Mabrouk et al., 1997), the use of a spinning LiDAR makes the spherical leaf distribution (relative to LiDAR
ray direction) more appropriate than with a trawling LiDAR. This reduces the requirement to provide an
(a) (b)
Figure 5: The simulated ellipsoidal leaf distribution with normals biased to the x axis (horizontal in image),
eccentricity 10,1,1. (a) rays from a trawling LiDAR are aligned on the x axis. (b) rays from the spinning
LiDAR are horizontal and distributed 0 to 70 degrees from the x axis. Red rays have collided with a leaf.
leaf normal eccentricity trawling estimation error spinning estimation error
x,y,z
10,1,1 67.9% 45.5%
1,10,1 -44.6% -1.1%
1,1,10 -68.5% -68.5%
1,1,1 3.7% 2.6%
Table 2: Percentage error between estimated and actual leaf area for simulated triangle leaves of 6cm side
length in a 10 cm voxel, using 50 rays and 400 trials. Shown for four leaf normal distributions, where each
distribution is sampled from an ellipsoid of the given dimensions. Trawling rays are along the x axis, and
the z axis is vertical.
empirical model of leaf angle distribution, which can be location and season dependent, and challenging to
quantify and verify.
Together, this set of numerical results indicates that our per-voxel density estimation function (Eq (7)) and
spinning LiDAR setup are well positioned to estimate canopy density in vineyards with large or small leaves.
Next, we need to demonstrate that these results transfer into field experiments.
6.2 Field Experiments
In this section, we outline our field experiments to evaluate the generalization, robustness and repeatability
of our proposed method. Field experiments were conducted at four vineyard sites in South Australia, which
varied in vineyard structure and vine management. Data were collected over two growing seasons (23
months), resulting in a total traversal of 160 kilometres and 42.4 scanned hectares of vines.
Firstly, we describe AgScan3D, a mobile 3D spinning LiDAR system used for our field experiments, then we
provide details of datasets collected at multiple time points over two seasons. Finally, we provide a series of
specific experiments to further evaluate our proposed method.
The underlying index that we estimate is the canopy density ρc, which is the one-sided leaf area per cubic
metre, in m2/m3. We present this data in a number of reduced forms by spatially integrating over one or
more axes. Two-dimensional density images are generated by integrating over the single unrendered axis,
to give the one-sided leaf area per area represented in the image, in m2/m2. The leaf area density along
each row is calculated by spatially integrating over both axes perpendicular to the row, to give a one-sided
leaf area per metre, in m2/m. We will refer to both of these reduced indices as ‘integrated canopy density’,
with integration axes being evident from the image and the given units. The reason that we use integrated,
rather than average, canopy density, is that the extents of the canopy are not clearly defined, and cannot be
estimated accurately. We therefore ensure that we only use indices that are suited to accurate measurement.
Furthermore, due to the way the vine (or tree) grows in response to light availability, the cross section will
not have a uniform density and thus the two dimensional variation is likely to be of more value to the grower.
6.2.1 AgScan3D: mobile 3D spinning LiDAR system
AgScan3D sensing payload is comprised of a 3D spinning LiDAR, a Microstrain 3DM-GX3 IMU, a GPS unit
and an onboard embedded computer. The 3D spinning LiDAR is comprised of a commercial 2D Laser range
finder (SICK LMS511-20100) which has been mounted on a spinning platform (Figure 6). The platform
spins the LiDAR at a rate of 0.5 Hz.
The laser beams have a divergence of 0.66 degrees, a frequency of 100 Hz and maximum range of 40 meters.
The frequency of measurements is 10 Hz for the GPS unit, and 100 Hz for the IMU. The IMU is mounted in
a fixed frame at the centre scan line of the LiDAR sensor. The GPS unit is mounted on the top of the vehicle.
Intrinsic and extrinsic calibration between sensors is calculated beforehand. We used the Robot Operation
System (ROS) for data acquisition and synchronisation on the Linux Ubuntu server 16.04 embedded machine.
Users access the system via a tablet UI for starting, stopping and real-time diagnosis of the system during
scans.
The AgScan3D sensing payload is then retrofitted to an existing farm utility vehicle. As shown in Figure 6,
the device is mounted in the back of the vehicle for convenience and to avoid obstruction of view for the
driver. However, the SLAM algorithm and canopy density estimation algorithm are not sensitive to forward
or rear facing setup. AgScan3D uses SLAM for estimating accurate 6 DoF pose of the vehicle in order to
process the LiDAR data into a globally registered 3D ray cloud.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: (a) AgScan3D: mobile 3D spinning LiDAR system retrofitted to the back of Kubota farm vehicle
(b) A photograph taken from an unmanned aerial vehicles showing the AgScan3D scanning the Katnook
vineyard.
Table 3: Summary of data captured with our system. Between February 2018 and end Dec 2019 (23 months,
2 seasons). Coverage based on a row spacing of 2.75, 2, 3 and 3 metres for the four vineyards respectively.
Vineyards No. of
Scans
Unique
Rows
Scanned
Total Vines Total
Distance
Total
Coverage
Total
Duration
Accolade,
Mclaren
Vale
36 39 49700 89.5 km 24.6 ha 18.5 hours
Katnook
Estate,
Coonawarra
8 12 22900 34.4 km 6.9 ha 6.5 hours
Rymill
Wine,
Coonawarra
17 12 18500 33.3 km 10.0 ha 6.8 hours
SARDI
Nuriootpa,
Barossa
Valley
3 10 2000 3.0 km 0.9 ha 49 minutes
Total 64 73 93100 160 km 42.4 ha 32.6
6.2.2 Dataset
We captured datasets at commercial vineyards in two wine grape growing regions of South Australia, Mclaren
Vale and Coonawarra. The exact number of scans per growing season varied between seasons and sites, but
covered the period of primary growth and key phenological periods. For example, pre-budburst, pre-flowering,
maximum canopy growth (typically veraison) and post-harvest. All of the commercial vineyards scanned
used mechanical harvesting, which resulted in the loss of a significant amount of leaves. Further testing was
undertaken at the University of Adelaide’s experimental vineyard at their Waite Campus in Adelaide and at
the South Australian Research and Development Institute’s (SARDI) experimental vineyard at Nuriootpa
in the Barossa Valley. These represented a variety of vineyard structure, with row width’s from 2 to 3.2 m,
vine spacing from 1.5 to 2.4 m and cordon/wire heights from 0.95 to 1.4 m. Management styles ranged from
a dense “sprawl”, where vines canes were allowed to hang down from the cordon/stem to highly managed
Vertical Shoot Position (VSP), where canes were held upright. The degree of within season canopy and
irrigation management also varied, affecting the dynamic size and density of the vine canopies. Each capture
started with a stationary period of approximately 10 seconds, to allow the IMU biases to be calibrated. The
vehicle was then driven down between the vine rows at approximately 5-6 km/h. Rows were not usually
scanned in order, due to the tight turning radius required, but every row in the block or section of block was
scanned, with a single scan per row.
Scanning a block took 30-45 minutes depending on the row length and number of rows, and was straightfor-
ward as there was no burden on the user other than driving the vehicle. Our field dataset comprises of 64
scans, across 4 vineyards over a period spanning 23 months, with a combined total of approximately 93000
vines, a total of 42.4 scanned hectares, representing 160 km of vineyard rows and approximately 33 hours of
scanning time. Further information is given in Table 3.
6.2.3 Effectiveness Experiment
We demonstrate the generalization and effectiveness of our SLAM solution to generated globally consistent
maps in Figure 7 where we show qualitative results over three varieties of vineyard structure. Figure 7
demonstrates globally consistent point clouds generated from our SLAM solution using the mobile 3D spin-
ning LiDAR system (AgScan3D). We only show point clouds for visualisation purposes. As it is outlined in
Figure 7: Globally registered point cloud from our AgScan3D: mobile 3D Spinning LiDAR system represented
three varieties of vineyard structure. from left to right: Rymill, Katnook and Mclarenvale vineyards.
(a) (b)
Figure 8: Globally registered point cloud false colorised according to the canopy density (m2/m3) of the
voxel they reside in, using a red-green-blue colouring. (a) Mclarenvale 18/03/2019 (b) Rymill 28/02/2019.
Section 3, the canopy density estimation uses 3D ray clouds as the data source, not point clouds.
Next, Figure 8 demonstrates two globally registered point clouds from Mclarenvale and Rymill vineyards,
false colorised by the canopy density (m2/m3) of the voxel they reside in using a red-green-blue colorbar.
Colorbar is to help associate pixel values with the canopy densities.
In addition, the estimated densities were integrated per metre along each row and overlaid on top of the
overhead satellite view of the Mclarenvale vineyard as shown in Figure 9.
6.2.4 Robustness Experiment
We scan the University of Adelaide’s experimental vineyard at their Waite Campus (Waite vineyard) once
at the operational speed of 5-6 km/h, and once at 1-2 km/h. The slower speed is considered a more accurate
scan due to the denser measurements generated with the spinning LiDAR. In addition, to demonstrate the
robustness of our method with respect to vine density, we include one sparse and one dense vineyard row.
Figure 9: Integrated canopy density per metre along each row rendered over the overhead satellite view of
the Mclarenvale vineyard 11/02/19 . The same red-green-blue density gradient is used as in previous images.
Figure 10: Waite vineyard, integrated canopy density side view captured at top: operational speed (5-
6 km/h), bottom: slow speed (1-2 km/h). Total row length is 91 m. The upper row in each view has
medium/sparse density and the lower row has dense canopy. Coloured red - green - blue, with maximum
integrated canopy density at 1.25 m2/m2.
Figure 10 shows the side view of two rows (one sparse, one dense) at two different speeds (top: operational,
bottom: slow).
To provide quantitative comparison, we measure the integrated canopy density (leaf area per metre along the
row) for each panel. Each panel is approximately 7m long, resulting in a total of 26 panels. We repeat this
process for each row (spare, dense), and compare these estimates at the two different speeds in Figure 11.
The canopy density estimation for the operational speed scan matched that of the lower speed scan within
a Relative RMSE (RRMSE) of 3.4%. RRMSE is the Root Mean Square Error between the two samples,
divided by the mean value of all the samples. This low RRMSE demonstrates the invariance of our method
to differing acquisition speeds. Also, the use of two different row densities demonstrates the estimation
accuracy over range of densities.
6.3 Repeatability Experiment
To demonstrate repeatability of our solution, we compared two successive measurements of two rows of the
same vineyard at the operational speed of 5-6 km/h. The estimated canopy density, per metre along row
for each 7m long panel, falls within the RRMSE of 3.8%, see Figure 13. The variation is likely due to minor
deviations in the estimated trajectory and speed yet the estimated canopy densities are highly repeatable.
Our qualitative evaluations are given in Figure 12. It is illustrated that the two separate scans are almost
identical.
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Figure 11: Waite vineyard, integrated canopy density (leaf area per metre) for each 7 m long panel, com-
parison of operational speed (5-6 km/h horizontal axis) to slow speed (1-2 km/h vertical axis), totalling 26
panels. RRMSE is 3.4%. Results for two rows, one of which is medium/sparse (0 to 0.3 m2/m green) and
one dense (0 to 1.2 m2/m red), corresponding to the top and bottom row of Figure 10 respectively.
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Figure 12: Waite vineyard, leaf area density comparison of two successive scans (one per axis) of the same
vineyard at the operational speed of 5-6 km/h. Shown for 26 panels. RRMSE is 3.8%, the two scanned rows
(blue and green) correspond to the top and bottom row of Figure 13 respectively.
6.3.1 Dynamic Estimation Experiment
In this experiment we demonstrate dynamic canopy density estimation from one block of the Mclarenvale
vineyard at five dates over its annual growth cycle. Firstly just after pruning in August 2018, then in
November and December 2018, then just prior to harvesting in February 2019 and post harvest in March
2019.
The integrated canopy density (leaf area per metre along each row) is combined into an average value per
panel (the length of trellis between two posts), and these averages are compared for each pair of adjacent
scan dates. The results are shown as four scatter plots in Figure 14 where points above the diagonal indicate
leaf growth and points below indicate leaf loss.
The plots of scan date pairs show what was expected of the vineyard over its annual cycle, which is a growth
approximately in proportion to the time interval between August and February, followed by a reduction
in leaf area after harvesting, due to the loss of leaves by the vine shaking process at harvest. The largest
Figure 13: Waite vineyard, integrated canopy density side view captured at operational speed (5-6 km/h).
Both rows show medium/sparse canopy density. Coloured red - green - blue, with maximum integrated
canopy density at 1.25 m2/m2.
below-diagonal outliers in Figure 14 (c) can be traced back to vine panels that have been deliberately pruned
between the December and February dates.
6.3.2 Multi-season Experiment
To demonstrate our proposed solution across multiple season we run an experiment on the same vineyard.
Points on the line indicate no change, points to the right indicate growth.
The LiDAR canopy density are shown for both years (during pick season) in Fig 15. Measurements on the
line of equality indicate a vine with the same measured volume in both years. Most measurements fall to
the right of the line, indicating growth.
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Figure 14: Pairwise comparison of integrated canopy density (leaf area per metre along row) per panel for
Mclarenvale vineyard at adjacent times from post pruning in August 2018 to post harvesting in March 2019.
The canopy grows from its pruned state in August to thick vegetation at the end of February, where the
vines are harvested using a shaker that causes leaves to fall off.
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Figure 15: Comparison of integrated canopy density (leaf area density per metre) at each panel, between sea-
sons. Here February 2018 against February 2019, this has an RRMSE of 21.5%, demonstrating comparatively
large changes in canopy structure from one season to the next.
7 Discussion
For situations where canopy management occurs at the block or part-block scale, the grower is likely to want
to define a typical vine structure and manage the (whole) block to achieve that on average. One useful way
to assess this would be to integrate estimated canopy density along the length of the row, giving an average
cross-section structure per row. Fig 16 shows the visual difference between three different types of vineyard,
reflecting the differing pruning and management plans. The viticulturalist could use this information to
define a desired structure and use this data to assess their success and how that affected the vineyard yield
and fruit quality. At present this is typically done visually and visually assessing an entire vineyard is not
likely to be robust.
Figure 16: Comparison of row shape in Feb 2019 for three vineyards, the Mclarenvale vineyard, the Rymill
vineyard and the Katnook vineyard. A red-green-blue gradient is used. This is the integrated canopy density
along the row for each pixel, divided by the row length.
The type of map traditionally used for precision viticulture is a top down view. This allows spatial variation
within the vineyard to be easily assessed and the grower to make adjustments to management of sections
of the vineyard, either to remove variation or to harvest different areas of the vineyard separately. Fig 17
provides a section of such a view for the same three vineyards. Again, the difference in canopy structure is
clearly evident, but now we can see the variation within the row, with gaps and failing vines easily identified.
Visualising changes over time allows the canopy development within a season to be monitored and the
management changed, depending on whether excessive or low growth is occurring. It also allows seasons to
be compared, thereby determining what canopy structure was associated with what quality of fruit between
vintages. Visualising this is more challenging, possibly the most thorough summary is to take the one
Figure 17: Comparison of plan views for three rows of three different vineyards taken at the same stage, in
February 2019: Mclarenvale, Rymill and Katnook. Red-green-blue gradient shows the Leaf Area Index in
the vertical axis, shown in plan view. The thicknesses reflect the row shapes given in Figure 16.
dimensional canopy density along each row and compare these. For example, stacking them vertically per
acquisition date over the year. Such a layout is presented in Fig 18.Each vineyard row in the figure consists
of four rows of pixels, one row of pixels per time point, representing a vertical history of the row’s canopy
density along its length.
Figure 18: Integrated canopy density (leaf area per metre along the row) shown in red-green-blue gradient.
Each row is stacked from August 2018 at the top down to March 2019 at the row base, showing a five
time-point progression. The vertical lines show the panel posts. Careful examination shows several areas of
infilling, where the vines have grown between November and March, to fill several gaps.
8 Conclusion
We have presented a pipeline for the accurate estimation of canopy density in vineyards using AgScan3D,
a mobile vehicle-mounted 3D spinning LiDAR system, to generate a globally registered ray cloud. Once
the globally registered ray cloud is generated, a series of automated extraction and segmentation algorithms
are applied to remove ground surface and segment individual rows. The accuracy of the canopy density
estimation was verified to within 10% using Monte Carlo simulation of triangular leaf distributions. Field
experiments were conducted at four vineyard sites in South Australia, which varied in vineyard structure and
vine management. Data were collected over two growing seasons (23 months), resulting in a total traversal of
160 kilometres and 42.4 scanned hectares of vines with a combined total of approximately 93000 of scanned
vines. We demonstrated generalization, robustness and repeatability of our proposed method in a series of
specific experiments.
A number of different reductions of the data were then presented, to demonstrate how to convert the large
amount of data into a more useful and focused array of measurements, this is particularly necessary when
analysing data over a large number of time periods, as we have presented.
The overall strategy of this pipeline is to capture the most full set of data in order to allow flexibility in how
it is used in the industry. Calculating the globally registered ray cloud allows new analytic techniques to be
applied to old data, recording the canopy density per voxel allows different reductions or summary data to
be extracted according to the viticulturalist’s needs. The reductions that we proposed are the most general
and clear ways of presenting the large amount of data. This strategy is quite the opposite of the minimalist
methods that extract gap fraction images on a sample of panels, or take a certain measurement on a sample
of vines. What we gain from the maximal strategy is the ability to apply new analysis to old data, and also
the accuracy we gain by sampling the entire vineyard. In addition, the maximal data strategy is expected
to be less effort to acquire, one simply attaches the spinning LiDAR to the tractor that sprays the rows,
and acquire a data set on as many of these sprays as needed. One need not deal with picking and labelling
random samples and manually acquiring these multiple measurements each time point.
In addition to the spinning LiDAR being required for accurate localisation and mapping of the vineyard,
we also demonstrated in Table 2 an improvement in accuracy due to using a spinning LiDAR, as it makes
the approximation of a spherical distribution of leaf normals relative to the ray closer when the leaves have
a non-spherical distribution in the world frame. Therefore the spinning LiDAR is a convenient tool for
localisation, mapping and leaf area estimation at the field scale.
In order to promote the use of the ray cloud as the core data format for perennial horticulture crops analysis,
we will publicly release an open source ray cloud tools library. This will include the ground surface extraction
and canopy density estimation methods that were described in this paper, and will allow researchers to apply
these techniques to their own data. Datasets used in this paper also will be made available.
APPENDIX
A Ground Extraction
Vineyards are rarely grown on flat terrain. The optimal combination of altitude, aspect and soil type often
preferences hilly areas. But in order to be able to compare rows quantitatively, it is important that they
are all represented on the same flat plane. In order to subtract the variable ground height we need to
extract the ground terrain as a surface. As we are using a spinning LiDAR, the ground terrain is captured
in the globally registered ray cloud, and so we need to extract this ground surface without underfitting and
overfitting to the data. Previous work in perennial horticultural crops have estimated the ground using the
vehicle location (Underwood et al., 2016; Llorens et al., 2011), the lowest branching point (Chakraborty
et al., 2019), and by learning to identify the ground as a mixture of Gaussians (Cheein et al., 2015; Milella
et al., 2015). Unlike these indirect methods, we directly extract the ground surface as a mesh, so provide a
globally consistent surface from which to normalise all measurements.
Our method is inspired by the visibility culling method of Katz et al (Katz and Tal, 2015). A paraboloidal
function is added to the vertical component of the ray cloud end points. The convex hull of these points is
computed as an indexed mesh using QHULL, and the upper surface removed. The paraboloidal function is
then subtracted to give a triangle mesh that approximates a lower bound of the terrain surface, as shown
in Figure 19. This single convex hull operation provides the ground mesh for the whole ray cloud, and this
mesh is invariant to the horizontal location of the paraboloid.
The curvature of ground bumps that are included in the mesh is specified by the curvature of the paraboloid,
we use a value of 0.1m/m2. In order to subtract this ground surface height from the ray cloud we must
find the triangle underneath each ray-end point and subtract the triangle face’s height at that horizontal
location. For this to occur efficiently we bucket the triangles into a horizontal grid of bins. Then each end
point only considers the triangles in its grid cell when calculating the ground height.
(a) Ray cloud of sloping vineyard (b) Add paraboloid to point heights
(c) Extract lower convex hull (blue) (d) Subtract paraboloid from mesh vertices
Figure 19: The proposed automated ground extraction. Four steps to extracting lower bound mesh of ground
terrain, shown on a vineyard.
B Row Segmentation
Once the ground terrain is removed, we need to extract each row of the vineyard. This stage has two
components, firstly we estimate the row direction as a horizontal vector, then we use this vector to segment
the ray cloud into one ray cloud per each row.
Row direction is found as the longest straight path of the AgScan3D trajectory while driving up and down
the rows. This trajectory is the list of start locations of the ray cloud rays. We define straightness as the
length (l) per width (w) of the bounding rectangle aligned between the head and tail points of any given
segment of the trajectory. So in order to find a segment that is both long and straight, we need to maximise
the product of straightness and length as v = l
2
w , where the dimensions l and w are illustrated in Figure 20.
Figure 20: Showing the aligned l × w rectangle for a particular choice of indices i, j along the trajectory of
the sensor p, discretised over a short time delta. We find the i, j corresponding to the largest value of v.
We can find the approximately maximal value of v over all trajectory segments using a greedy algorithm that
repeatedly advances either the head or tail index along the trajectory, depending on which has the higher
value of v. Once the row direction is estimated, the start locations of every ray in the ray cloud can be
converted into a histogram of point densities perpendicular to this direction. The histogram is expected to
show peaks corresponding to the driving location between rows. For each peak, we look at its neighbourhood
down to half of this peak value, if it contains a higher peak then we throw it out, this leaves just the principle
peaks.
These principle peak locations represent the split points, from which we divide the full ray cloud into one
ray cloud per vineyard row. Long rays may belong to more than one of these ray clouds. At this stage
we can convert the ray cloud into local ‘row coordinates’, with x axis along the width, y axis along the
length and z axis giving height relative to the ground. To localise the rays to the ground surface mesh, an
accurate subtraction would transform each ray into a piece-wise linear curve, which computationally costly.
So instead we approximate the localisation by subtracting the correct height from the ray-end location and
the same amount from the ray-start location. This is a reasonable approximation as the most accuracy is
usually required closest to the end point.
C Voxelisation
For each row we create a cuboidal grid of voxels, from 30cm in height up to the 97th percentile of end points,
and in width from the 2nd to 98th percentile. The exact dimensions of the cuboid are adjusted slightly to
contain an integer number of cubic voxels of width 12 cm in each dimension.
We now compute the list of rays that intersect each voxel. This can be performed efficiently by using a 3D
line drawing method to iterate through the intersecting voxels of each ray in turn. For each voxel we record
the number of rays that enter the voxel n and the number of rays that contact within the voxel m. We also
store the list of lengths y1, . . . , yn of the ray extended from its voxel entry to voxel exit point, and the list of
ray penetration depths x1, . . . , xn which are from ray-start to ray-end, and clipped to within the voxel.
Applying Eq 7 to each voxel gives the full 3D grid of canopy density estimates for the row. However, the
accuracy of these raw estimates can be poor deep within the canopy wherever there are low ray counts
(n). We avoid this inaccuracy by including the rays of neighouring voxels in the density calculation of an
undersampled voxel, until it includes a sufficient number of rays (until n >= 10 in our experiments).
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